SUSTAINABLE FOOD EXPLORE

EATING
FOR A
CHANGE
Global warming, climate change, overpopulation, the
zombie apocalypse… The issues we face are deep and
heavy. And we face them at a time when there are still those
who are adamant the earth is flat, no doubt being carried
around in space on the back of a turtle, or four elephants.
There’s a lot to worry about, including what we eat.
Bianca Coleman took her taste buds on a quest
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hat we eat has always
been a source of debate
and confusion… It’s
sparked wars, it’s divided religions,
it’s one of the key cultural elements
that we use to define people whose
ways of life differ from our own. And
right now food has become one of our
planet’s hotly debated topics, dividing
once calm, rational communities into
outspoken tribes, adamant that this
or that diet or food choice supersedes
the next. Keto fans scream ‘pass the
steak’ while outraged vegans gleefully
post horrifying videos of animals being
tortured in factory farms on social
media. It might not be a war just yet,
but it certainly is perplexing.
Type ‘meat is’ into the Google search
bar and the autofill results offer, in this
order: ‘bad for you’, ‘good for you’, ‘too
salty’, ‘a carcinogen’, ‘a protein’, ‘healthy’,
and at the bottom of the list, ‘bad for
the environment’. Indeed, ‘plant-based
diet’ is a phrase that’s on everybody’s
lips (even if nut cheese isn’t). And with
so much emotion, so much science, so
much heartfelt reasoning, it’s ultimately
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Vegan chef
Jay Mac with one of
the more famous visitors
he’s fed at The Kind Kitchen
in Cape Town; and this vegan
boerie roll pictured above is
among several familiar-looking,
but entirely plant-based
options that Mac is using
to win over new
customers.

all very confusing; where
do we even begin to
exercise our conscience, or
try to make a difference?
Unfortunately, not even a
food-lover like myself has any quick
or easy answers, but I did find some
people who care deeply about the issue
and who have something to say on the
matter…
‘We make good wholesome food
which just so happens to be vegan,’ says
Jay Mac, a vegan chef and creator of
The Kind Kitchen (where Ed Sheeran
popped in when he was in Cape Town;
thekindkitchen.co.za). ‘A large portion of
our regular patrons are not vegan but
do enjoy experiencing the new flavours
we create through our dishes. Some of
these flavours are easily recognisable,
such as our avo halloumi wrap. The
vegan halloumi is made from coconut
oil as opposed to the traditional goat
by-products. We include a sun-dried
tomato rocket pesto that we make
ourselves by replacing the traditional
Parmesan with an ingredient called
nutritional yeast, a deactivated yeast

high in B-complex
vitamins and minerals
that resembles a
cheese-like flavour. All
our wraps are gluten free
and made fresh each week
in-house and include ingredients like
butternut, spinach, kale and activated
charcoal.’
It sounds positively delicious.
Plant-based cooking, like all cooking,
is intuitive and done with lots of love,
says Mac. ‘Cooking vegetables is a fine
art. Over-cooked vegetables are no
bueno! Most people have grown up
eating meat. There is no denying these
flavours taste good and instil a sense
of nostalgia. However, plants can
be made to taste just as good if not
better, if you apply the right methods
and ingredients. We often get asked
“Why do you try replicate meat dishes
if you’re vegan?” Well, the simple fact
is that most people don’t stop eating
meat because they don’t like the taste.
They stop because they care – about
the animals, the environment and
their health.
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‘A plant-based diet is not only
kinder to our own mental and physical
wellbeing, it’s also kinder to the planet
and the animals we share it with,’ says
Mac. ‘We don’t have dominion over the
planet. Our time here is finite. We are
custodians of this wonderful planet and
therefore should look after and nurture
her as she has nurtured us so that future
generations may continue to thrive.’
Mac has some stats on hand, which he
says speak for themselves: ‘It requires
approximately 9 500 litres of water
to produce 500 grams of beef, 1 805
litres for 500 grams worth of eggs,
3 600 litres to create the same amount
of cheese and 2 000 litres for 2 litres
of milk. A worker bee lives and works
for 40 days and makes about a one
teaspoon of honey for the hive which
will be used for food during winter.’
Go ahead, check them. We’ll wait.
Even if the thought of going full
vegan fills your carnivorous heart with
dread and horror, you’re encouraged to
at the very least, cut back on your meat
intake. Maybe try it once a week. It’s
not the end of the world, so to speak;
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‘Having no farming experience
at all we relied very much on
In Stanford,
‘Google farmers’
the Self-sufficiency Guide by
Tabby Robertshaw and
John Seymour and refer
Alex Chouler include ducks
among the free-range animals
to ourselves as “Google
they’re able to serve at their
farmers”,’ says Robertshaw.
sustainability-focused Graze
Café. And they’ve learnt to
‘We started off with
keep bees to harvest
a
menagerie
of chickens,
their own honey.
dogs, cats, ducks and a couple
of pigs. Over the years we’ve
extended that to include bees, rabbits
and goats and a substantial veggie
garden, and two free-range kids.’
She doesn’t specify if these are goat
or human.
Seven years ago Robertshaw and
Choulter took over a little village eatery
vegetarian and yes, even vegan, food
called Graze Café (facebook.com/
can be a revelation.
grazeslowfoodcafe), which became the
Being a conscientious eater doesn’t
outlet for their farm produce and also an
necessarily mean you have to cut out
income stream to fund their farming
meat entirely; sourcing it ethically can
ventures. They also offer self-sufficiency
make a difference too. In Stanford near
workshops through which they teach
Hermanus, Tabby Robertshaw and Alex
others about fermentation, soap making,
Chouler are two city kids who – 10
curing meats and fish, organic vegetable
years ago – decided to give the farming
gardening, bee keeping and small
lark a go.
livestock husbandry.
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‘We are passionate about
ethical farming practices so all
our animals are free range and fed
a mix of pasture, spent barley from
local breweries, garden veggies and
salad leaves, and a good bunch of
weeds,’ explains Robertshaw. ‘Almost
all of the meat served at our Friday
night dinners comes from our farm so
we know the animals have had a good
life and the meat is the best quality
and healthy.’
They’re also quite passionate
about the possibilities of living off
the land, and they host wild foraging
workshops. Robertshaw challenged
Choulter to a month of living only off
what the farm produces, or could be
foraged on the farm. They had plenty
of food, she says, if not a great deal of
variety due to the season.
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‘We had to get very creative
with our meals. The first week was
pretty much pork in some form most
nights and the following week we had
delicious duck, chicken and rabbit. To
throw us a curveball, the chickens also
stopped laying for the winter months
so there went breakfast! We do miss
the “luxuries” which one just takes for
granted like tea, coffee, milk, cheese, etc,
but the abundance of wild mushrooms
at that time of year made up for that.
We have proven to ourselves that we are
mostly self-sufficient and able to live off
what we produce.’
Someone else who forages for a
living is Roushanna Gray of Veld And
Sea (veldandsea.com). She harvests
between Scarborough and Cape Point,
and her aim is to evoke curiosity in the
environment. When she began running

foraging workshops in 2013, everyone
thought she was crazy. Now, she is
booked up months in advance, as people
grow more receptive to the idea of
plucking their food directly from nature.
‘We track the edible landscape
throughout the year, following
the seasons and what the natural
surroundings offer. So in winter we do
what we call “fynbos forages of land
edibles”, and in summer we go to the sea.
Mostly at Misty Cliffs and Scarborough,
where there is still pristine ocean.’
Before you grab your basket and head
for the hills, you need to know a few
things (and not just which mushrooms
can kill you). ‘We don’t do roots because
that is not sustainable,’ says Gray. ‘In fact,
we encourage everyone to rather grow
these underutilised indigenous plants
which they can buy at the nursery.’

Pictures: Dani Bishoff, Bruce Geils, Aiden Delport, Gabrielle Holmes

Workshops
in food foraging
with the owners of
Graze Café in Stanford
(above); and with
Roushanna Gray of
Veld and Sea
(right).
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Edible flowers
are put to use in
intriguing ways by Veld
and Sea’s Roushanna
Gray, pictured on the left,
in her natural element;
and, below, ebullient
Lapo Magni of Lapo’s
Kitchen.

There are also strict laws about where
you can and can’t forage. ‘You can’t go
anywhere unless you have permission
from the owner, and national parks and
forestry areas are a big no-no,’ warns Gray.
‘You will get fined. Permits, which are valid
for a year, are required for molluscs.’
Whichever season it is, the foraging
is followed by a cooking session in the
classroom and a shared meal made of
the spoils.
In spring, it’s all about the flowers. ‘We
pick flowers, make flower creations, flower
crowns, eat flowers, even smoke flowers!’
laughs Gray. She’ll teach you about
the medicinal properties of the flowers
too. ‘In autumn we have an array of
nature-inspired events, like fermentation,
botanical cocktail workshops, crafting
leatherwork and how to make a fire
with a bone drill.’ Having
to get a fire going to
cook the food is a
great motivator.
‘It’s all about
education and
there needs to be
more awareness,’
says Gray. ‘It
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should be part of the school curriculum
and part of children’s education.’
Further combining food with education,
the Climate Diet series of dinner events
at Lapo’s Kitchen (laposkitchen.com)
at the historic Josephine Mill across the
road from Newlands Rugby Stadium,
focuses on certain aspects or issues
like deforestation, pollution of the ocean,
waste and so on.
‘We present food that has been
thought out in such a way relating
to its environmental impact, with the
goal ultimately being zero,’ explains
Lapo Magni.
With guest speakers and short
inspirational videos, the idea is to get
people talking about these issues beyond
the echo chamber – an environment in
which a person encounters only beliefs
or opinions that coincide with
their own, so their existing
views are reinforced and
alternative ideas are
not considered.
‘Change begins
with you,’ says Magni.
Pass the kale
chips please.
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